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ABSTRACT

Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) provides the temperature and flow velocity of a target species by direct measurement of its velocity distribution via Doppler shift. A LIF diagnostic has been developed at the Caltech water–ice dusty plasma experiment that uses an ultra-narrow tunable diode laser to pump the $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735 \text{ nm}$ argon neutral transition. A photomultiplier detects fluorescence emission at $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 772.633 \text{ nm}$. Signal to noise ratios in excess of 100 are achieved along with a high degree of reproducibility between measurements. A Labview program fully automates data collection throughout the three-dimensional plasma volume by controlling four stepper motors and recording measured data. The argon neutral temperature is measured to be slightly above room temperature. Challenges such as the lack of absolute calibration of diode lasers and wavelength drift due to slight changes in ambient room conditions are overcome to measure bulk neutral flow speeds on the order of 1–2 m/s with resolution on the order of 2/3 of a meter per second. High-speed video shows that introducing an argon flow to a cloud of ice grains causes the cloud of ice grains to move and change shape. Ice grain motion is analyzed and found to be in agreement with neutral LIF flow measurements. Surprisingly, when the flow ceases, the ice grain cloud reverts to its original location and shape.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a plasma spectroscopic diagnostic that can be used to measure the velocity distribution of a target species and so give the species temperature and flow speed. LIF works by exciting an atom or an ion from some initial state to an excited state and then measuring the fluorescence photons emitted as the atom decays out of the excited state to a third, different state. LIF was first performed in the 1970s using tunable dye lasers. Performance and convenience were improved when Severn et al. replaced the dye laser with a tunable diode laser, thereby demonstrating Tunable Diode-Laser Induced Fluorescence (TD-LIF) on the 668.429 nm argon II line.

The temperature of argon neutral gas in both the dust-free and dusty plasma environments has recently been measured on the ground-based PK3 experiment in Germany using absorption spectroscopy, a method similar to LIF. One shortcoming associated with absorption spectroscopy is that it is a line-averaged measurement. The addition of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) perpendicular to the excitation beam in an absorption spectroscopy experiment that detects fluorescence photons turns it into an LIF experiment. This extra hardware gives LIF a measurement localized in three dimensions.

Over the past few decades, LIF has been used in a myriad of different ways. LIF is an established method to measure xenon neutral and ion exit speeds from Hall thrusters. By splitting one beam into two and using independent chopping, LIF has been used to simultaneously measure two components of the ion velocity distribution function where the components are of the order of ~100’s of m/s. Because of the localization of the beam and detector, LIF is capable of measuring density profiles in three dimensions. PLIF (Planar LIF) imaging using a camera sensor to detect LIF emission from a planar excitation beam has been used to build an image of density.
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The shift between the double-peaked LIF spectrum from Zeeman splitting can even be used to measure magnetic fields.\textsuperscript{10}

In this manuscript, we present TD-LIF measurements of the temperature and flow speed of neutral argon atoms in both dust-free and astrophysically relevant dusty environments through the introduction of frozen water–ice dust grains. Information on the astrophysical relevance and how the dust grains grow is given in Refs. 11 and 12. We report results using the argon neutral LIF scheme that pumps on the $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735$ nm transition between the metastable $^2P_{3/2}^0$ S level and the excited $^2P_{1/2}^0$ P level. Decay from the $^2P_{1/2}^0$ P excited level to the $^2P_{1/2}^0$ S level produces $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 772.633$ nm fluorescence photons that the PMT detects.\textsuperscript{13,14} Key results are as follows: (i) LIF works not only on a dust-free plasma but also on an astrophysically relevant dusty plasma, (ii) exploitation of symmetry allows measurement of the in-plane two dimensional flow velocity vector as a function of position $\{x, y, z\}$ in a three-dimensional plasma volume, and (iii) flow speeds are measured and resolved with the sub-linewidth resolution.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the Caltech water–ice dusty plasma experiment and the LIF diagnostic. Section III discusses the physical origin of LIF and how the temperature and flow speed are deduced from measurements. Section IV presents the results and discussion. Section V presents the conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Caltech water–ice dusty plasma experiment is similar to an earlier experiment at the Max Planck Institute\textsuperscript{15} but has two important differences: (i) The electrode separation is adjustable and (ii) water molecules come from the water vapor pressure associated with a canister of liquid water rather than from creation of water in situ. Basic details about the experiment can be found in Ref. 16, with the main difference here being that the aluminum electrodes have been replaced by copper electrodes. Copper is more thermally conductive, which allows for more efficient cooling of the electrodes.

The experiment is housed in a 15.24 cm spherical-square vacuum chamber. A capacitively coupled RF discharge plasma is created between a pair of 6 cm diameter parallel plate copper electrodes separated by an adjustable gap. The electrodes are electrically driven by a custom-made power supply that generates 1–3 W of 13.56 MHz RF. The electrodes have cold fingers that pass through the vacuum chamber flanges to thermally connect to liquid nitrogen (LN$_2$) Dewars.

Figure 1 shows front view (a) and top view (b) schematic diagrams of the Caltech water–ice dusty plasma experiment as it has been setup to perform TD-LIF. A Toptica DLC Pro controller and a Toptica DL Pro ultra-narrow tunable diode laser-head are used. The DL Pro laser-head is capable of producing up to ~35 mW of continuous beam power with a ~150 kHz linewidth. The beam traverses a beam-splitter and a mechanical chopper that chops the two resulting beams at 1 kHz. Both beams are coupled to optical fibers with collimators that direct the beams into the plasma. The collimation is slightly less than perfect with an opening angle $\theta \approx 0.33^\circ$. Over the distances traversed in the dusty plasma experiment, beam divergence is assumed to be negligibly small. A moveable barrier between the chopper wheel and the optical fiber entrances allows only one beam to pass through the plasma at a time. The key feature is that the fibers send the two laser beams into the plasma from opposite sides so that light from the “+z beam” is traveling along the same path but in the direction opposite of the light from the “−z beam.” The +z and −z beams are named for the beam directions. Light from the +z beam propagates in the positive z direction from small $z$ to large $z$ and light from the −z beam propagates from large $z$ to small $z$. A PMT utilizes a 1 nm full width half max line filter so that it only detects 772.633 nm fluorescence photons. It views the beams at a 90° angle. The PMT signal goes to a lock-in amplifier, which is synchronized to the chopper.

In Fig. 1(b), the dashed black line and thick black dots on the optical fibers and PMT indicate that the −z beam, the +z beam, and the PMT are all mounted on the same rigid structure. This rigid structure is mounted on three stepper motors, which allow the two beams and the PMT to move together in three dimensions. The 1D translating barrier, also shown in Fig. 1(b), is moved by a fourth stepper motor. With these four motional degrees of freedom, the TD-LIF diagnostic is completely automated in Labview and can scan the plasma over a three-dimensional volume, with either the +z or the −z beam illuminating the plasma. The three-dimensional perspective in Fig. 2 shows the relative orientation of the gas nozzles and the laser beams. Figures 3(a) and
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target species temperature and bulk flow speed, first, we will derive the mathematical form that the LIF signal should take.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the neutral argon LIF scheme used pumps an argon neutral metastable state with $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735$ nm and observes emission at $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 772.633$ nm. While a stationary neutral atom will absorb radiation with wavelength $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735$ nm, atoms in a plasma are moving and the light that each atom sees will be Doppler shifted based on the component of its velocity in the direction of the laser beam.

The Doppler shifted angular frequency is given by

$$\omega = \omega_0 - k_0 v_z,$$

where $\omega_0 = 2\pi f_0$ is the angular frequency of the unshifted source light, $k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda_0$ is the wavenumber of the unshifted source light, and $v_z$ is the speed of the atom projected in the direction of the laser beam.

Rearranging Eq. (1) gives

$$v_z = \frac{\lambda - \lambda_0}{\lambda}.$$

where $v_z$ is the speed of the atom projected in the direction of the laser beam, $c$ is the speed of light, $\lambda_0$ is the wavelength of the unshifted light source, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of light seen by the atom.

The Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution for atoms moving in the $\hat{z}$ direction with no mean bulk flow speed is

$$f(v_z) = \frac{m c^2}{2 \pi k T} e^{-\frac{m c^2 v_z^2}{2 k T}}.$$

Substituting $v_z$ in Eq. (3) with the Doppler shift relationship in Eq. (2) yields the mathematical form of the LIF signal,

$$f(\lambda) = \frac{m c^2}{2 \pi k T} e^{-\frac{(\lambda - \lambda_0)^2}{2 k T}}.$$

The measured LIF signal is fit to the Gaussian shape in Eq. (4). The temperature is determined by the width of the best-fit Gaussian and the bulk flow speed is determined using its center position $\lambda_0$.

**A. Temperature**

The temperature of the target species is simply the random motion of the species. This random motion corresponds to the width of the Gaussian in Eq. (4). Solving for the full width half max (FWHM) of the spectrum in Eq. (4) gives

$$\text{FWHM} = 2\lambda \sqrt{\frac{2 k T}{m c^2}} \log(2) = 7.7 \times 10^{-7} \lambda \sqrt{\frac{T}{m}},$$

where $T$ has units of eV and $m$ has units of amu.

**B. Flow speed**

The flow speed of the target species is the bulk motion of the species. Bulk motion shifts the center position $\lambda_0$ of the Gaussian in Eq. (4). For the neutral argon species, there would be no bulk flow detected if the best-fit Gaussian has $\lambda_0 = \lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735$ nm. However, for $\lambda_0 \neq 696.735$ nm, the center has been shifted due to a bulk flow. In this case, the bulk flow speed is then determined using Eq. (2) to be

$$v_z = \Delta f \lambda_0 = c \left(\frac{\lambda_{\text{vac}} - \lambda_0}{\lambda_{\text{vac}}}\right).$$
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The diagnostic records the LIF signal amplitude from the lock-in amplifier as a function of tunable diode laser piezo voltage. Changing the electric potential on the laser piezo alters the wavelength of light emitted by the laser. In order to convert from diode laser piezo voltage to wavelength, the user must know the exact wavelength at a single voltage (typically found using a reference) and then use the factory calibration factor (21 GHz = 39.2 V change in the potential applied to the laser piezo tuning actuator) to find the wavelength everywhere else. The LIF signal as a function of wavelength is then fit to the Gaussian in Eq. (4) to provide temperature or flow speed, as shown in Secs. III A or III B. The TD-LIF diagnostic developed at Caltech produces very reproducible results with signal to noise ratios routinely in excess of 100.

The Toptica DL Pro laser head has a $\sim 150$ kHz linewidth while the natural linewidth of the neutral argon $\lambda_{\text{vac}} = 696.735$ nm absorption line is $\Delta f = 5.6$ MHz. The Doppler width for thermal argon neutrals at 300 K is calculated to be $\sim 1$ GHz, so the diode laser emits light as an effective $\delta$-function compared to other line profiles.

A. Temperature measurements

Doppler widths measured by the LIF diagnostic are on the order of 1 GHz. It was surprising to see that a diode laser illuminating the plasma with only a few milliwatts of pump beam was strong enough to enter a power-broadened regime and give a spurious power-dependent temperature reading. Optical density filters are used to reduce the beam power to the order of 300 $\mu$W, the point at which the measured LIF temperature no longer depends on the laser beam power and is considered accurate.

1. Cooling electrodes

With no LN$_2$ cooling, the neutral argon temperature is typically measured to be 350 K compared with the $\sim 295$ K room temperature. Similar results were found on the PK4 experimental setup at Baylor University where an early version of the diagnostic was installed and operated for two weeks. Upon cooling the electrodes with LN$_2$, the LIF diagnostic indicates that the neutral argon temperature is much lower. Figure 4 shows the measured neutral argon temperature as a function of time while the electrodes are cooling. It takes about 30 min for the electrodes to cool from room temperature to $\sim 150$ K, and it similarly takes about 30 min for the argon neutrals to cool from $\sim 350$ K to $\sim 200$ K.

2. Demonstration that LIF works with ice grains

One of the most important results is that the LIF diagnostic still works in a water–ice dusty environment. Figure 5 shows a measurement taken with water–ice dust present. A temperature of 192 K was determined.

B. Flow measurements

While measuring neutral argon temperature via LIF proved straightforward after accounting for power broadening, measurement of flow speed was anything but straightforward. Prior to the development of the LIF diagnostic, there had not been measurements of neutral flow velocity profiles inside a dusty plasma experiment. Many experiments, such as PK4 on the International Space Station, use precise electronic flow controllers to carefully regulate the flow entering the vacuum chamber where plasma is created. These flow controllers allow the flow to be known at the inlet into the chamber; however, the velocity profile after the flow leaves the nozzle and interacts with the existing plasma is still unknown. An LIF diagnostic can be used to quantify the unknown velocity profile inside the plasma. The Caltech experiment lacks an electronic flow controller. Instead, a mechanical leak valve is used. A consequence of this is that very little is known about how much gas passes through the leak valve control and how fast the gas is traveling. For reference, $kT = m \text{argon} v_{\text{th}}^2 / 2$ gives the room temperature thermal velocity of argon to be $v_{\text{th}} \approx 300$ m/s.

When measuring the temperature, it does not matter whether the gas nozzle configuration is as in Fig. 2(a) where the nozzles are outside of the plasma and on the order of 5 cm away...
from the counter-propagating laser beams or if the configuration is as in Fig. 2(b) where the nozzles are immediately adjacent to the counter-propagating beams. Initial attempts to measure flow speed were made with the nozzles in the configuration of Fig. 2(a). In this configuration, measurement of a bulk flow proved unsuccessful.

The key parameter needed to quantify bulk flow speed is the shift of the measured Gaussian from its Doppler-free value $\lambda_{\text{vac}}$. This is challenging because diode lasers do not have an absolutely calibrated wavelength. Converting from the laser piezo voltage (frequency shift) to an absolute wavelength requires more information than the diode laser can provide. Consequently, it is impossible to determine the bulk flow speed simply by shining a laser beam through a plasma and then measuring a fluorescence signal, whereas this works for determining the temperature.

Several different methods were attempted before a successful flow speed measurement was achieved. One unsuccessful method was to obtain an absolute calibration between the piezo voltage and wavelength using the absorption spectrum from a separate plasma in a small fluorescent lamp starter as an absolute reference. This requires using a beam splitter to perform LIF on the Caltech plasma and absorption spectroscopy on the lamp starter plasma simultaneously. Since the lamp starter is small and sealed, it is assumed to have no flow, and thus, the peak absorption would define $v = 0$. This absorption reference scheme established that the flow speed in the Caltech plasma was very small because the two spectra were perfectly superimposed within the available resolution. It was not possible to make a credible measurement of the flow speed. Absolute calibration was also attempted using the Lamb Dip, which has been successfully used to measure slow flows in plasma. However, the Lamb Dip was relatively small and requires operation at a pressure much lower than the pressure of interest.

In addition to the difficulty of the flow velocity being very small, the measurement is challenging because the diode laser wavelength constantly drifts due to slight changes in ambient conditions. Thus, any absolute calibration becomes inaccurate over time and a constant absolute calibration is required. While the diode laser has an ultra-narrow linewidth, in 20 min, the wavelength typically drifts $\sim 10$ MHz to 20 MHz and, over the course of 3 h, by over 250 MHz. This drift would be negligible for measuring $v_{\text{flow}} \gg 200$ m/s flows but makes it impossible to measure $v_{\text{flow}} \leq 5$ m/s. A 5 m/s flow corresponds to a frequency shift of 14.36 MHz between the two counter-propagating Gaussian peaks. This shift is so small that it would be masked by the laser drift.

Locking the laser wavelength to an external device seems like a logical approach to counteract the laser drifting. Unfortunately, the laser cannot be locked while scanning. An attempt was made to use the built-in PID locking capability of the DLC Pro to lock the laser wavelength using the absorption spectroscopy signal from the fluorescent lamp starter. Unfortunately, the lamp starter proved to be an unreliable reference because the plasma inside the lamp starter is not stable and its light intensity changes in the order of 10s of seconds to minutes. We also tried to lock the laser to a specific wavelength using a wavemeter as a feedback source and then to average over a long time to obtain the LIF signal as a function of wavelength directly. This also failed because the dusty plasma light intensity changes sufficiently in a few minutes to make these data meaningless. It was determined that satisfactory results could not come from a single long-averaging method of data collection. Instead, a different technique using many 5–10 s measurements taken in succession and analyzed together was found to work and will be presented in Sec. IV B 1.

The final key to successfully measuring flow was to move the gas inlet nozzles from their original positions outside the plasma as in Fig. 2(a) to a position inside the plasma much closer to the pumping laser beam as in Fig. 2(b).

1. Single position measurement

A counter-propagating beam approach was developed to measure the extremely slow flows. This technique involves repeating the measurement 15 times for a total of 30 datasets at a given position. Figure 6 shows typical data taken with this approach. This method can be considered to be, in effect, a double modulation scheme where the first level of modulation is from the chopper and the second level of modulation is the alternation between the counter-propagating beams.

The diode laser is set to scan a range of $\Delta \lambda = 7$ pm around $\lambda_{\text{vac}}$ over 5 seconds. Specifically, the laser scans from $\lambda = 696.7385$ nm to $\lambda = 696.7315$ nm and back to $\lambda = 696.7385$ nm in 5 s. The lock-in amplifier averages with a time constant $\tau = 10$ ms. The steps $i$ taken to measure flow and how long they take to complete $\Delta t_i$ are as follows:

1. The translating barrier moves to block the $+z$ beam and to allow the $-z$ beam to pass. No measurement is made while the barrier is moving ($\Delta t_1 = 10$ s).
2. The LIF measurement is saved and plotted in red in Fig. 6(a). The measurement is fit to a Gaussian and the center piezo voltage of the Gaussian is plotted in red in Fig. 6(b) ($\Delta t_2 = 5$ s).
3. The translating barrier moves to block the $-z$ beam and to allow the $+z$ beam to pass. No measurement is made while the barrier is moving ($\Delta t_3 = 10$ s).
4. The LIF measurement is saved and plotted in blue in Fig. 6(a). The measurement is fit to a Gaussian and the center piezo voltage of the Gaussian is plotted in blue in Fig. 6(b) ($\Delta t_4 = 5$ s).
5. Steps 1–4 above are repeated 14 more times. The total time to complete 30 scans is $T = 15(\Delta t_1 + \Delta t_2 + \Delta t_3 + \Delta t_4) \approx 450$ s.

Figure 6(a) shows all 30 individual sets of data taken during the $\sim 450$ s procedure superimposed: the 15 red traces represent measurements from the $-z$ beam and the 15 blue traces represent measurements from the $+z$ beam. Figure 6(a) shows that the results are extremely reproducible. Figure 6(b) shows the center piezo voltages for the 30 Gaussians in Fig. 6(a). The scan number ranges from 1 to 30 because 30 datasets were taken. The $-z$ beam (red) was taken first, so there are red data points for odd numbered scans and blue data points for the even numbered scans taken with the $+z$ beam. The black dashed lines alternating between the red and blue circles represent the order the data were taken starting with the bottom red data point on the left, then the blue data point with the dashed line connecting, and so on.

The 30 LIF measurements plotted in Fig. 6(a) are deliberately shown as a function of piezo voltage, not wavelength. There are three reasons for this. (i) The wavelength as a function of piezo voltage differs slightly for each scan because the laser is drifting;
therefore, piezo voltage is a natural way to look at the data because the diode laser is directly tuned by this parameter. (ii) Plotting the center piezo voltage of each Gaussian fit shows how the diode laser is drifting, whereas plotting the LIF signal vs wavelength would obscure this important complication. (iii) It takes all 30 measurements and their center piezo voltage to separate the drift out of the measurements and obtain an accurate absolute calibration that can be used to calculate the flow speed as will be demonstrated next.

The data in Fig. 6 shows how this repeating, alternating counter-propagating beam approach allows for the flow measurement even when the laser drift is non-negligible. First, the laser drift is determined by taking all 30 data points (red and blue) in Fig. 6(b) and fitting them to a single line $y = mx + b$. The slope of this line $m$ represents the drift of the laser wavelength. Then, the individual beam data are both fit to their own lines, shown by the red and blue dashed lines, where the slope of each best-fit line is forced to be the same slope as the linear best fit of all 30 data points $m$ representing the laser drift. In this prescription, the vertical distance between the two fits, i.e., the $y$-intercepts, provides the absolute calibration factor. The PMT and the two fibers with collimators providing the laser beam data are both fit to their own lines, shown by the red and blue dashed lines, where the slope of each best-fit line is forced to be the same slope as the linear best fit of all 30 data points $m$ representing the laser drift. In this prescription, the vertical distance between the two fits, i.e., the $y$-intercepts, provides the absolute calibration factor.

The uncertainty associated with the flow measurement is found by examining each pair of consecutive $-z$ and $+z$ beam LIF measurements together. The difference in volts between the center of the first Gaussian for the $-z$ beam and the first Gaussian for the $+z$ beam is found. Then, the difference for each subsequent pair is found. The standard deviation of the 15 differences becomes the error bar on the flow measurement.

The enumerated procedure finds the absolute calibration. The vertical distance between the blue and red dashed lines in Fig. 6(b) is measured to be $\Delta V = 0.0068 \pm 0.0030$ piezo volts. The piezo voltage halfway between the shifted peaks, illustrated by the solid black line in Fig. 6(b), corresponds to $\lambda_{ac} = 696.735$ nm. Applying the calibration factor from Toptica, the frequency shift between the two peaks is then $\Delta f = \Delta V \times \left( \frac{21 \times 10^6}{39.2} \right) = 3.63$ MHz. This gives $v = \Delta f \lambda_{ac}/2 = 1.3$ m/s $\pm 0.6$ m/s flow speed. The Doppler shift from this flow changes the wavelength of the center of the peak by $3\text{ fm} = 3 \times 10^{-15}$ m.

2. 2D plane scan

A two-nozzle setup is used to enable the measurement of the $v_x$ and $v_z$ flow velocity vector components. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the coordinate system and the origin of the stepper motor axes for scanning in three dimensions. Nozzle 1 is located at $(-4125, 0, 0)$ and nozzle 2 is located at $(4125, 0, 0)$ in stepper motor coordinates where 1600 stepper motor coordinates correspond to 2.5 mm, so one motor step is 1.5625 $\mu$m. The stepper motors are computer controlled, so high spatial precision is obtained.

The PMT and the two fibers with collimators providing the two counter-propagating laser beams were mounted on a single rigid moveable structure. This rigid structure was moved in three dimensions by stepper motors controlled by a Labview program. The LIF diagnostic took the same measurement steps described in Sec. IV B 1 at each of 63 positions on a grid in the $xz$ plane. The data shown in Fig. 6 were taken at $(x, y, z) = (-3000, 0, 3000)$ in stepper motor coordinates, which correspond to $r = -4.6875x + 0y + 4.6875z$ in units of mm from the origin of the
stepper motor coordinate system shown in Fig. 3. This also corresponds to 1.7587 mm in the \( \hat{x} \) direction and 4.6875 mm in the \( +\hat{z} \) direction from nozzle 1. Figures 7 and 8 show the measured flow speeds as a contour plot for each nozzle. The diagnostic was moved over the \( 7 \times 9 \) grid from \(-3000 \leq x \leq 3000 \) and \( 0 \leq z \leq 10000 \) or equivalently \(-4.6875 \leq x \leq 4.6875 \) and \( 0 \leq z \leq 15.625 \) mm at \( y = 0 \). It took approximately 9 h each to repeat the procedure to deduce flow speed at each of the 63 positions in the grid and create the contours in Figs. 7 and 8.

We now describe how an imposed symmetry created by a prescribed experimental setup enables determination of both in-plane components of the flow velocity.

Consider the 1.3 m/s flow shown in Fig. 6 and the contour plots in Figs. 7 and 8. The flow speeds in these figures are flow speeds projected in the direction of the laser beam because LIF can only measure flow parallel to the laser beam. The data in Fig. 6 thus indicate \( 1.3 \text{ m/s} = v_1(x = -3000, y = 0, z = 3000) \cdot \hat{z} \) because the laser beam propagates in the \( \hat{z} \) direction. Likewise, the data that make up the contours of Figs. 7 and 8 are contours of \( v_i(x, y, z) \cdot \hat{z} \), where \( i = 1 \) or 2, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the two-nozzle geometry in detail. Consider measuring \( 1.3 \text{ m/s} = v_1(x = -3000, y = 0, z = 3000) \cdot \hat{z} \) from nozzle 1. The actual velocity vector of the argon atom is illustrated by the purple arrow in Fig. 9, but the LIF diagnostic only measures the \( \hat{z} \) component, which is the green arrow and completely misses the orthogonal red \( \hat{x} \) component. The key symmetry in Fig. 9 is that the flows from nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 are simply rotated by 90° with respect to each other. The two measuring positions denoted by the two black dots in Fig. 9 are displaced from their respective nozzle by the same vector. This means that the purple arrows (flow velocity) have the same magnitude, but their orientation differs by 90°. The red and green velocity components are similarly the same magnitude. By closing nozzle 1 and opening nozzle 2, the red component is measured instead of the green, which is now orthogonal. Thus, with two nozzles 90° offset and one beam, LIF can measure two components of the flow speed, \( v_x \) and \( v_z \), from a single nozzle.

The second component of the flow velocity is obtained by rotating the \( \{\hat{z}, \hat{x}\} \) coordinates of the nozzle 2 data by 90° in the counterclockwise direction. Figure 10 shows arrows made from the nozzle 1
FIG. 9. A to-scale illustration of the rotational symmetry between the nozzles using stepper motor coordinates. Measurements are made in the yellow rectangular region. The origin of the $(z', x')$ axes sits at $(z, x) = (4125, 0)$ and represents the point of rotational symmetry for the nozzles. Each of the measurement positions denoted by black circles is the same vector from its respective nozzle. This symmetry means that the purple flow velocity vector from each position is the same, simply rotated by $90^\circ$.

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional in-plane flow velocity measured using the rotational symmetry between the nozzles in the $xz$ plane at $y = 0$ represented by arrows with a scale bar in the upper right corner providing a reference. The brown outline near $(0, -4125)$ represents nozzle 1, the source of this flow.

$v_z$ data and the nozzle 2 $v_z$ data where the coordinates from nozzle 2 have been rotated to the nozzle 1 basis. The brown outline represents the location of nozzle 1. It took $9 \times 2 = 18$ h to measure the data to create the velocity arrows in Fig. 10.

The nozzle orientation in the $xz$ plane and the geometry of the electrodes lead us to believe that $v_y \ll v_x, v_z$. The velocity resolution of the LIF diagnostic is exhausted when trying to explore the out-of-plane $y$ component of the flow velocity by assuming an incompressible flow and solving for $\frac{\partial v_y}{\partial y}$ in $\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0$. No conclusions are able to be drawn about $v_y$.

3. Flow speed changes with parameters

The arrows in Fig. 10 clearly show that the flow speed is peaked near the nozzle and decreases as the LIF diagnostic moves away in $x$ and $z$. Changing the rate of inflowing gas by varying the leak valve setting and changing the rate of outflowing gas by partially valving off the turbopump are two ways to vary the neutral argon flow speed in the plasma measured by the LIF diagnostic at a given position. Chamber pressure is determined by an equilibrium between the inflow rate determined by the leak valve and the outflow rate determined by the pumping efficiency of the turbopump. Altering either changes the pressure.

First, one can vary the inflow rate of gas into the chamber by opening or closing the mechanical leak valve. By restricting the flow through the leak valve and holding chamber pressure constant by partially valving off the turbopump, it is seen that the measured flow speed drops by a factor of about three from 4.6 m/s to 1.6 m/s.

Second, one can change the pressure in the chamber while holding the inflow leak valve setting constant and partially opening the valve to the turbopump. As the chamber pressure drops from 330 mTorr to 90 mTorr, it is seen that the flow speed measured by the LIF diagnostic increases from 1.7 m/s to 4.6 m/s.

Third, it is also seen that physically reversing the direction of the flow that is projected into the direction of the laser beam path produces very similar results. The only difference is that the sign of the measured flow velocity has reversed.

Figure 11 shows the second and third trends graphically. In the figure, flow is measured, while the nozzles introduce flow in opposite directions along the axis of the LIF diagnostic separately. Unsurprisingly, the diagnostic measures flow in the opposite direction (sign) depending on which nozzle is used. Varying the pressure in the chamber by partially valving off the turbopump while holding the inflow setting constant produces flow speeds of approximately the same amplitude regardless of which nozzle is used. The only difference is the sign. The negative flow datapoint at 333 mTorr with the particularly large error bar was made from data with considerably more laser drift than the other measurements.

4. Mean free path for collisions

Consider the mean free path for collisions of inflowing neutral argon atoms,

$$\lambda_{mfp} = \frac{\kappa T}{\sqrt{2n d^2 p}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Doubling the van der Waal’s radius gives the effective diameter $d$ of an argon atom; $d = 376$ pm. \footnote{For a room temperature plasma at $T = 300$ K, $\lambda_{mfp}$ in meters is inversely related to pressure.}
by $\lambda_{\text{mfp}} = 0.049/p$, where $p$ is in mTorr. For $p = 100$ mTorr, $\lambda_{\text{mfp}} = 0.5$ mm.

The flow speed decreases as the LIF diagnostic is moved away from the nozzle because the inflowing argon atoms have to travel through more mean free paths before they reach the beam. This means that they have thermalized more and have less of a bulk flow. By holding the nozzle and LIF diagnostic in the same position and increasing the background pressure, the mean free path for collisions is reduced and the inflowing argon atoms have to travel more mean free paths to get to the same position. This means that they are more thermalized, so the measured flow speed is less. When the nozzles were outside the plasma, the argon flow had to travel through $\sim 3$ cm of the plasma to reach the laser beams, which is more than 30 mean free paths, so the flow was likely fully thermalized with no bulk flow left. This is presumed why the initial effort to measure flow with the nozzles in Fig. 2(a) configuration failed.

5. Resolving details smaller than the natural linewidth

One subtle issue is that the linewidth of the 696.735 nm transition in neutral argon is $\Delta f = 5.6$ MHz. One might therefore presume as in Ref. 3 that the minimum resolvable flow speed is then $v_{\text{min}} = \Delta f_{\text{mfp}} = 3.9$ m/s. One would be troubled that all the flow speeds presented in this paper have $v < v_{\text{min}}$ and that we are resolving speeds of a fraction of a meter per second. However, this would only be an issue if our conclusions were based on single point measurements where one would experience the full linewidth as uncertainty. This is not the case for the methods described here because data are taken at many different wavelengths and are fitted to a Gaussian shape. The peak of the Gaussian can be resolved to much less than the transition linewidth because determining the peak involves averaging over a large number of data points.

C. Relative density and attenuation coefficient measurements

Figures 12(a)–12(d) show that the measured LIF signal changes when translating the LIF diagnostic along the beam axis $\pm z$. Figure 12(a) shows LIF data measured when the $-z$ beam traverses the plasma. Each color trace superimposes 15 measurements made at each of the seven $z$ positions shown in the color bar on the right. Likewise, Fig. 12(c) shows the same 15 measurements for each color when the $+z$ beam traverses the plasma. Figures 12(b) and 12(d) plot the average temperature deduced from the 15 LIF measurements at each position in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c), respectively. Statistical uncertainty error bars were calculated from the standard deviation of the temperature deduced from the 15 LIF measurements at each position. These bars are not shown in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) because they are smaller than the colored circle data point markers.

These measurements from the $+z$ and $-z$ beams show a consistent approximately factor of two difference in the LIF signal amplitude between $z = 0$ and $z = 15.625$ mm, independent of which beam is used. This indicates that there is a neutral argon density gradient along the measurement axis such that the density increases toward large $z$ where the LIF signal is strongest.

The Doppler widths of the detected LIF signals also change with $z$. Both Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) show that the deduced temperature of the neutral argon atoms in the plasma increases as the pump beam is increasingly attenuated. Figure 12(b) shows that the deduced temperature of the neutral argon atoms measured by the $-z$ beam increases toward small $z$. Similarly, Fig. 12(d) shows that the deduced temperature of the neutral argon atoms measured by the $+z$ beam increases toward large $z$. In both cases, the deduced temperature increases with the increase in beam travel through the plasma and therefore increasing attenuation.

The opposite temperature gradients deduced in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d) suggest that not all wavelengths of light are absorbed equally by the plasma. Moreover, it suggests a broadening mechanism whereby the deduced temperature is increased as the beam is differentially absorbed by the plasma. This mechanism referred to as "absorption broadening" is a result of the attenuation coefficient $\kappa$ at the center of the peak being greater than at the wings. Mathematically, this means that the attenuation coefficient $\kappa = \kappa(\lambda)$ and $\kappa(\lambda_0) > \kappa(\lambda)$ for $\lambda < \lambda_0$.

We now present an analysis of what is happening in Fig. 12. This analysis will not explain everything but provides a strong foundation. $A_{\text{p}}(z)$, the amplitude of the LIF signal at position $z$ from the $\pm$ beam, is influenced proportionally (up to saturation) by (i) $n(z)$, the density of the target species at position $z$, and (ii) $P_{\text{p}}(z)$, the intensity of the $\pm$ beam at position $z$. The relationship between pump beam intensity and distance $z$ traveled through a plasma of uniform density is $P_{\text{p}}(z) = P_{\text{p}}(0)e^{-\alpha z}$. More specifically, the attenuation coefficient $\kappa = \kappa(z, \lambda) = \alpha(\lambda)n(z)$ is proportional to neutral argon density and is also a function of wavelength via the $\alpha(\lambda)$ term. Therefore, the pump beam amplitude at a given wavelength traveling through a plasma with non-uniform density is

$$P_{\text{p}}(z, \lambda) = P_{\text{p}}(0, \lambda)e^{-\int_0^z \alpha(\lambda)n(z)dz}.$$ 

Considering the direction each beam is traveling, it is proposed that for a given wavelength, the two functions

$$A_{\pm}(z) = A_{\pm}(0)n(z)e^{-\int_0^z \alpha(\lambda)n(z)dz},$$

(7)
A_\pm(z) = A_0(z) n(z) e^{-\alpha \int_{z'}^{z'} n(z') dz'} (8)

to quantify how the LIF signal varies along the beam axis for each beam. All multiplicative constants are included in the \(A_0(z)\) terms. A consequence of this is that \(n(z)\) is effectively a relative density at each position and not an absolute density.

It is important to explain why the limits of integration are switched between Eqs. (7) and (8). Equation (7) is integrated from \(z' = 0\) to \(z' = z\) because the +z beam is exponentially attenuated as it travels in the +z direction from 0 to \(z\). The −z beam travels in the opposite direction, so it is exponentially attenuated as it travels in the −z direction from \(z' = z\) to \(z' = 0\), which is why Eq. (8) has its limits of integration switched. Equations (7) and (8) can be written more compactly as

\[
A_\pm(z) = A_0(z) n(z) e^{-\alpha \int_{z'}^{z'} n(z') dz'} .
\] (9)

Figure 13(a) plots the seven signal amplitudes measured at the center wavelength at each position \(z\) in Fig. 12(a), i.e., \(A_\pm(z)\), and Fig. 12(c), i.e., \(A_e(z)\), on the same set of axes. The amplitude plotted at each point is the average amplitude of the 15 LIF measurements at each position in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c). Error bars represent the standard deviation of each set of 15 amplitude measurements. \(z = 0\) is the reference position for each beam, so \(n(z = 0) = 1\) by definition.

For the +z beam, the signal amplitude \(A_+(z = 0) = A_0(0)n(0)\) is 0.6711. The \(A_e(z)\) selection in Eq. (9) provides a relationship between each of the seven \([z, A_e(z)]\) pairs plotted on Fig. 13(a) in blue, where \(n(z)\) and \(\alpha\) remain unknown. Similarly, for the −z beam, the signal amplitude \(A_-(z = 0) = A_0(0)n(0)\) is 0.5969. The \(A_e(z)\) selection in Eq. (9) provides a relationship between each of the seven \([z, A_e(z)]\) pairs plotted on Fig. 13(a) in red where \(n(z)\) and \(\alpha\) again remain unknown.

These relationships found using Eq. (9) provide 14 equations for 8 unknowns. \(n(0) = 1\) is trivial by definition, so there are effectively 12 equations and 7 unknowns: \(n(z)\) for each non-zero \(z\) position and \(\alpha\). The relative density \(n(z)\) is obtained by multiplying the obtained \(A_e(z)\) and \(A_e(z)\) relationships for each \(z\) together. The exponential integrated attenuation terms cancel exactly, so the relative density is \(n(z) = \sqrt{A_e(z) A_e(z) / A_e(0) A_e(0)}\), where all four numbers on the right side are known. Relative density \(n(z)\) is plotted in Fig. 14. Statistical error from the signal amplitude measurements is propagated through the relative density calculation and found to be negligibly small compared to the size of the data point markers and thus is left off the plot. In Fig. 14, \(n(15.625) = 2.1425\) means that the density at \(z = 15.625\) mm is 2.1425 times the density at \(z = 0\).

With \(A_e(z)\), \(A_e(0)\), and \(n(z)\) known for each \(z\), \(\alpha\) up to each of the six non-zero \(z\) positions can be obtained using either the + or − selection in Eq. (9). Calculating the average and standard deviation of the six obtained \(\alpha\) values gives \(\alpha = 5.2 \times 10^{-6} \pm 2.3 \times 10^{-7}\).

Figure 13(b) shows the LIF signal amplitudes after they have been normalized by \(n(z)\) (the relative density factors plotted on
FIG. 13. LIF signal amplitude as a function of position for the $-z$ beam in red and the $+z$ beam in blue. (a) Plots the signal amplitude as a function of position for the raw data shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c). The barely visible error bars that are smaller than the data markers show the reproducibility of the diagnostic. (b) Plots the signal amplitudes after they have been normalized by deduced relative density $n(z)$ values shown in Fig. 14. The error bars here are slightly larger as the error has been propagated through the density and normalization calculation.

Instead of normalizing only the peak amplitude of the LIF signal, we now normalize each entire LIF measurement from Figs. 12(a) and 12(c) by $n(z)$ plotted in Fig. 14. This process does not affect the deduced temperature because the temperature does not scale with the signal amplitude.

The 15 resulting normalized datasets for the $+z$ beam and the $-z$ beam are each averaged into a separate dataset and fit to a Gaussian. Because the beams are counter-propagating and there is a slow flow, the Gaussian fits all have slightly different centers. This is manually corrected by shifting all the Gaussian fits to have their center at $\lambda_{vac}$. Shifting the Gaussian does not affect the deduced temperature because the temperature does not depend on the center location. Figure 15 shows normalized data on the same axes after averaging and correcting for slow flow. The solid lines are from the $-z$ beam and the dashed lines are from the $+z$ beam.

The density gradient is not a factor affecting the data in Fig. 15, in contrast to the raw data in Figs. 12(a) and 12(c). In Fig. 15 for the $-z$ beam, the largest amplitude is at $z = 15.625$ mm, whereas for the $+z$ beam, the largest is at $z = 0$. The largest amplitude for each beam is thus seen where the beam is incident on the plasma and the LIF signal amplitude decreases as each beam is attenuated by traveling through plasma.

FIG. 14. Deduced argon neutral relative density $n(z)$. $n(15.625) = 2.1425$ means that the density at $z = 15.625$ mm is 2.1425 times the density at $z = 0$. Error bars are not shown in the figure because the error bars associated with the statistical uncertainty in the density calculation are smaller than the data point markers (circles).

FIG. 15. LIF signals from Figs. 12(a) and 12(c) normalized by relative density $n(z)$. The solid lines are from $-z$ beam (inverted) and the dashed lines from the $+z$ beam.
The last step now is to solve for the wavelength dependent part of the beam attenuation \( \alpha(\lambda) \). This is done by dividing the wavelength dependent LIF signal measurements at two different positions in Eq. (9) to obtain

\[
\alpha_s = \frac{\int_0^{\infty} n(z)dz - \int_0^{\infty} n(z)dz}{\int_0^{\infty} n(z)dz}.
\]

Figure 16 shows \( \alpha(\lambda) \) for the \(-z\) beam and the \(+z\) beam data calculated using Eq. (10) at each wavelength \( \lambda \). There are now six rather than seven \( \alpha_s \) curves because one of the seven positions is used as the reference and the other six are used to calculate \( \alpha \) using the \(+\) or \(-\) selection in Eq. (10). The plotting domain is reduced because the LIF signal peak is largely contained in this domain, and outside this domain away from the peak, \( \alpha \) does not have a physical meaning. The six curves for \( \alpha \) from the \(-z\) beam and \(+z\) beam agree within the measurements of each beam and the peak magnitude of \( \alpha \) shows excellent agreement across beam measurements.

The \( \alpha_s \) curves in Fig. 16 quantify absorption broadening. They show that the attenuation coefficient of the pump beam \( \alpha \) is a function of wavelength around the peak \( \lambda_{\text{vac}} \) absorption. Both plots show that the plasma is the most opaque absorber at \( \lambda_{\text{vac}} \) and becomes marginally less opaque away from \( \lambda_{\text{vac}} \) on the peak. This means that the detected LIF signals will get distorted as more pump beams are attenuated at \( \lambda_{\text{vac}} \) such that the wings of the spectra see increased signal amplitude relative to the center resulting in artificially increasing deduced temperatures.

It is not clear why \( \alpha_\perp(\lambda) \) is more sharply peaked than \( \alpha_\parallel(\lambda) \), or equivalently, why absorption broadening is stronger on the \(-z\) beam, and as a result, the temperature gradient for the data measured with the \(-z\) beam is larger than the temperature gradient for the \(+z\) beam. Figures 12(b) and 12(d) picture this as Fig. 12(b) shows a larger temperature gradient than that shown in Fig. 12(d). It was postulated that this effect was due to the optical fibers having a finite opening angle (\( \sim0.3^\circ \)) as opposed to the light being collimated to infinity, but attempts to correct for this did not make the \( \alpha_s \) peaks match.

While the model developed has improved the understanding of how the laser beam is attenuated by the plasma, the fundamental reason for this difference in the strength of the absorption broadening mechanism for the \(-z\) and \(+z\) beams remains unknown. Possible explanations for the differing gradients are that there is still some power broadening or there is a hysteresis-like effect from the differential damping of the laser beam—the \(-z\) beam first travels through dense plasma and then through less dense plasma, whereas the \(+z\) beam first travels through less dense plasma and then through higher density plasma.

With an absorption spectroscopy diagnostic, the only measurement obtained would be a line-averaged measurement of this whole effect where density gradient and absorption broadening the temperature would remain unknown.

D. Flow impact on ice grains

To investigate how the inflowing argon atoms affect the water–ice grains, the nozzles shown in Fig. 2 are set into an intermediate configuration where nozzle 2 is inside the plasma as shown in Fig. 2(b) and nozzle 1 is outside the plasma as shown in Fig. 2(a). Argon gas flows continuously into the chamber through nozzle 1 throughout the experiment to sustain the plasma, and water vapor flows in when allowed to create the ice grains. The goal is to see how toggling nozzle 2, thus creating a new flow in a different direction, affects the ice grains. After the electrodes have cooled down, water vapor is allowed to flow into the chamber for 20 s through nozzle 1. The water vapor inlet is then closed and a cloud of ice grains forms and grows in the plasma. A horizontal sheet of HeNe laser illuminates a plane of ice grains. The effect of a gas flow on the ice grains can be seen by toggling nozzle 2 on and off.

Ice grain motion was recorded using a Dalsa Falcon VGA300 fast movie camera outfitted with a Nikon 24 mm lens and a 632 nm
HeNe line filter. The lens attaches to the camera via a Nikon to C-mount adapter. The line filter only allows HeNe laser light scattered off the ice grains to be imaged by the camera. The camera is located approximately 30 cm from the center of the plasma at a position slightly below the plane of the plasma. Figure 17 shows the view from this position by superimposing two images. The cyan-scaled visible-light image shows the physical setup with nozzle 2 on the left of the frame. The side of the bottom electrode is visible as is the flat disk of the top electrode. The ice grain cloud is photographed and superimposed in red. The near edge of the grain cloud is the edge closer to nozzle 2. The far edge is on the far side away from nozzle 2. The high frame rate of this camera (250 FPS used) allows for multiple frames to be taken when the flow from toggling nozzle 2 interacts with the ice grains. The Dalsa camera takes 8-bit grayscale images.

Figure 18 (multimedia view) (the movie can be found in the online version) shows the motion of the grain cloud as it is exposed to a flow through nozzle 2. The movie was recorded at 250 FPS and played back in this video at 10 FPS, a factor of 25 slow-down. The video shows the dramatic effect on the ice grain cloud from toggling on the neutral gas flow injected through nozzle 2.

Figure 19 shows a set of three artificially colored images from the movie in Fig. 18 (multimedia view) in the top row with key experimental features outlined including the nozzle connected to the valve that is toggled in white on the left-hand side of each image and the electrodes in yellow dashed lines. The camera is below the midplane of the plasma, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 19, which is why it sees the side of the bottom electrode and the full flat disk of the top electrode. The red-scale images were taken with a HeNe line filter to see only the ice grains. Underneath each ice grain image is a top view sketch of the estimated boundary of the ice grain cloud.

The left image in Fig. 19 is the frame taken at time \( t \) when the valve is opened. The middle image was taken at \( t + 0.076 \) s or 19 frames later and the right-hand image was taken at \( t + 0.3 \) s or 75 frames later. The radial \( r \) motion of the ice grains away from nozzle 2 when it is opened takes place in the first 0.076 s of motion, and the final 0.224 s of motion is primarily in the tangential \( \theta \) direction as illustrated by the unit vectors in the middle sketch on Fig. 19. Nozzle 2 is close to nozzle 1. Ice grain cloud after nozzle 2 is toggled on to allow an injected flow to move the cloud. Image in the text shows the frame at time \( t \) when nozzle 2 is toggled on. The movie online shows the effect of the flow on the grain cloud. The movie was originally recorded at 250 FPS and is played back at 10 FPS, a factor of 25 slow-down. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0006684.1

FIG. 17. Superimposed cyan-scale and red-scale images. The cyan-scaled visible-light image shows the physical setup of the flow experiment with nozzle 2 on the left of the frame. Because the camera is slightly below the plane of the plasma, the side of the bottom electrode is visible as is the flat disk of the top electrode. Plasma exists between the electrodes but no plasma is seen in these images. The ice grain cloud is photographed in a separate red-scale image and superimposed. The near edge of the grain cloud means closer to nozzle 2. The far edge is on the far side.
the red x is excluded as an outlier. Error bars calculated as in Sec. IV B 1 are shown as well. The fit $v_z(0, 0, z) = 1.28e^{-0.0213z}$ is found with $R^2 = 0.86$, where $z$ is in mm. Extrapolating this fit to the region where ice grains are present, $23.4375 \leq z \leq 31.25$ mm (15 000 $\leq z \leq 20$ 000 stepper motor coordinates), gives $v_z(0, 0, 23.4375 \text{ mm}) \approx 0.78 \text{ m/s}$, which is approximately triple the speed of the near edge of the ice grains. Furthermore, $v_z(0, 0, 31.25 \text{ mm}) \approx 0.66 \text{ m/s}$, which is more than 10x the measured speed of the far edge. The three images in the top row and sketches in the middle row of Fig. 19 show how the grain motion gradient when nozzle 2 is opened causes the ice grain cloud to compress in the $\hat{r}$ direction as the grains move toward the edge and expand in the tangential $\hat{\theta}$ direction. This bulk grain motion suggests that the grains are being held inside the plasma by a sheath force that must oppose the force of the argon streaming toward them and that this opposing force quickly increases toward the edge of the plasma.

An interesting observation is made when nozzle 2 is closed after the grains are in the crescent shape at the edge of the electrodes (the right-hand side images of Fig. 19). When nozzle 2 is closed, the ice grain cloud reverts to its original shape (the left-hand images of Fig. 19). The speed with which this reversion happens is slower. In fact, nozzle 2 can be opened and closed repeatedly with
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minimal ice grain losses and the same motion cycle repeats each time.

V. CONCLUSION

A specialized new LIF diagnostic has been constructed and operated on the Caltech water–ice dusty plasma experiment in both room temperature dust-free and cold astrophysically relevant dusty conditions. Four motorized degrees of freedom controlled via a Labview computer program allow for automated measurement of temperature and flow speeds of the neutral argon species in the three-dimensional plasma volume. The collected data have high signal to noise ratio, in excess of 100, and are very reproducible. By exploiting the symmetry of the laser beam and nozzle configuration, a single laser beam is able to deduce the two-dimensional in-plane flow velocity vector of the neutral argon species with subluminal resolution. Utilizing measurements from both counterpropagating beams, the competing influences of density gradient and absorption broadening were separated and quantified. Neutral flow LIF data compared with the high-speed video of the ice grains exposed to flow reveal how ice grains respond to an imposed flow.
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